Eligibility

We are in the tender process for the construction of hospitals whose construction will commence in 2023. While the title of the category is "Built Work", would you accept entries for fully designed projects that are entering construction phase?

Unfortunately, unrealised work cannot be entered under either award category.

Entries

Is there any restriction on the number of entries?

1 Building project = 1 entry. You may submit more than one building project, but that would be another entry.
1 Academic article = 1 entry. You may submit more than one article, but that would be another entry.

If we can enter multiple times what is the fee for the same?

There is no fee to enter. Please note that each entry is treated individually and the rules apply to each as a separate application.

Technical

I understand that there is no limit in the year of the execution of the project. Please clarify.

No limit - see Clause 3 in the brief - "Objectives of the Awards."

The limitation of 5 images: A, it is for the drawings etc. - not the building itself? Please clarify

5+5 images - while this is defined under Clause 12 of the brief, applicants may choose how to compose their 10 images

B, could one image contain 3-4 drawings? e.g. 3-4 sections together as they are very significant part of the project

Yes

The limitation of 5 supplementary images: A, refers to the photos of the building?

As above, but yes, this is the intention.

B, could it be possible to rethink of increasing the number of photos? The multi layering qualities of a project cannot be unfolded within the limitation of 5 images (as this usually helps the image making architecture to be promoted further?)
Please stick to the guidelines that apply to all applicants.

“The submission of one architectural design project is limited to five (5) images, (plans, sections, elevations, 3D, photos)” which means that few plans or sections on one page (1 image) or a plan/section on one page (1 image)?

There is a limit of 10 sheets. The intention is to have drawings (plans, sections, elevations) on 5 sheets, and photos/renderings on the remaining 5 sheets. While this is strongly advised and will assist the Jurors, this remains at the applicant’s discretion. The manner in which each sheet is composed/ set out, is to the applicant's choice.

What does "supplementary images” means? Is that means renderings or something else?

See “(plans, sections, elevations, 3D renderings, photos)”